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Abstract: Solar concentrating systems are optical systems that concentrate solar energy for conversion
into usable energy. Ideally, a solar concentrating system should have the following favorable properties
as design criteria: (i) energy-efficient, (ii) cost-effective to construct, and (iii) highly durable and costeffective maintain, even in the presence of high temperature variations, wind and sand loading, and
abrasion. Many arid and desert areas, best suited for solar energy harvesting by solar concentrating
systems, can experience extreme weather conditions such as high temperature variations and sand
storms, providing considerable challenges to durability. Existing solar concentrating system designs are
challenged by the criteria (ii) and (iii). This is because their largest parts, their tracking primary
concentrators, are relatively expensive to construct and maintain. These primary concentrators are
generally mostly composed of relatively expensive metallic material (e.g., steel or aluminum), and
moreover these large parts need to track with the movement of the sun. One approach to these technical
challenges is to investigate novel designs for solar concentrating systems, with the goal of avoiding
some or all of these challenges.
The paper describes a novel 2-stage solar concentrating system. The major advantages of our solar
concentrating system: are low cost and durability. Unlike most prior solar concentrating systems, it uses
immobile primary concentrators composed mostly of concrete, which has very low-cost. The immobile
primary concentrators lay on the ground surface, so are largely immune to the effects of wind and
storms Our solar concentrating system also employs mobile secondary concentrators that track with the
sun; these are relatively small so can cost-effectively be constructed of aluminum. The key design and
analysis issues are: optical, structural, and mechanical. The paper provides a detailed description of the
design issues of this solar concentrating system. The paper also includes a description of the software
simulations executed including (i) SOLIDWORKS for CAD modeling, (ii) MATHLAB computational
simulations to simulate solar tracking of the secondary concentrators and to simulate the optics, and
(iii) use of NREL’s SAM software to analyze overall performance.
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1 Introduction
1.1 The Promise of Soalr Energy
Solar energy is emerging as one of the most promising sustainable energy sources. A solar energy plant
takes solar energy and converts it to useful energy and/or products. A solar plant takes solar energy and
converts it to usable energy. The entire world can theoretically be supplied with its current needs for
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electricity from solar power stations covering only 1% of the semi-arid or arid lands on earth
[1](Pilkington §3.1).
There are many areas of the world ideally suited for solar energy harvesting, including: East and North
Africa, many countries of the Middle East, Australia, and southern European locations such as southern
Spain, the US South West, the Northern sections of Mexico, and some Western sections of South
America. Many states of the US southwest receive approx. 5 to 7 kWh of solar direct insolation each
solar day, which corresponds to approx. 1.8 to 2.25 MWh/m2 per year.
1.2 Definitions and Overview of Solar Concentrating Systems
For the readers’ convenience, we give here some elementary definitions for readers not in the field:
Solar irradiation is the radiation from the sun. Solar insolation is a measure of solar irradiation energy
received on a given surface area over a given time; in particular, it is the amount of solar radiation
energy on a given surface area over a given time duration. Direct solar insolation is the solar irradiance
on a surface perpendicular to the rays of the sun, whereas diffuse insolation is that part of the solar
radiation scattered by the atmosphere.
A solar concentrating system concentrates solar irradiance for conversion into other forms of usable
energy; it collects direct solar irradiance from a collection field and concentrates it to a smaller receiver
area. A concentrating solar energy plant is a solar plant composed of two major parts: a solar
concentrating system, and a power-block, which converts concentrated solar radiation to energy and/or
useful products.
Most solar concentrating systems are used for solar-thermal-electrical power systems, which are power
systems that collect and concentrate solar thermal energy, and then convert the thermal energy to
electrical energy via steam generators. Concentrated solar thermal-electrical plants are solar power
plants that make use of solar radiation, primarily in the infrared (IR) range, to generate electricity.
Solar concentrating systems can also be used to power desalination systems, either by directly providing
heat energy or via conversion to electrical energy.
The primary concentrators of a solar concentrator system are those parts that first receive the solar
irradiation, and first concentrate it. The majority of the surface area and materials comprising a solar
concentrator are generally in its primary concentrators. Therefore, it is very important that the primary
concentrator be constructed of materials that are not costly. Also, the primary concentrator needs to be
very durable and not exposed to horizontal winds if possible. Furthermore, cost is significantly reduced
and durability also significantly enhanced if the primary concentrator is not required to move or track
with the movement of the sun.
1.3 Prior Solar Concentrating Systems
Prior Solar Concentrating Systems: Most of the prior designs for solar concentrating systems in current
use (see [Becker, 2000], [Elsayed, 1994], [Jackson, 2008], [Morin, 2012], [Pilkington, 1996], [PitzPaal, 2012], [Reddy, 1987], [Sargent, 2003], [Thirugnanasambandam, 2010], [Xi, 2012], [NREL,
1994], [NREL, 2003]) make use of solar troughs, linear Fresnel concentrators or solar towers that are
very costly to manufacture and maintain.
•

Parabolic solar trough concentrators and a linear Fresnel concentrators are similar: they both consist
of a long reflector, which acts as the only concentrator, aligned on a north-south axis with a
collector tube running along its length. The reflector is rotated to track the sun’s movement, and its
reflected concentrated solar energy is captured by a solar receiver that collects the solar
concentrated energy. In a parabolic solar trough concentrator, the cross-section of the reflector is
parabolic, whereas in a linear Fresnel concentrator the reflector has Fresnel shape (it is a
continuous surface of a parabolic cross-section of the same curvature, with stepwise discontinuities
between them). These two classes of concentrators can achieve concentration ratio of roughly 40:1.
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•

Solar Tower Designs consist of multiple moving mirrors (heliostats, which act as the only
concentrators) that track sunlight so as to continuously focus and concentrate the incoming solar
energy upon a centralized collector tower. In contrast, Solar Tower Designs concentrators can
achieve concentration ratio of roughly 40:1, with consequently higher temperature.

Recall that the primary concentrator is the part that collects the solar energy directly, so it is by far the
largest part of any solar concentrating system, and hence the properties (material and tracking) of the
primary concentrator are key to the cost-effectiveness and durability of the solar concentrating systems.
1.4 Motivation: Drawbacks of Prior Solar Concentrating Systems:
These above prior solar concentrating systems have at least three major deficiencies that increase their
cost and limit their durability:
•

Cost: They require as their primary concentrators relatively large and expensive structures that are
exposed to the weather. The materials composing the primary concentrators need to be relatively
high-cost material (e.g., metal) that is lightweight enough to be mechanically moved each day and
yet strong enough to withstand high winds. In particular, for these prior solar concentrating systems
it is not feasible to use very low-cost material for the primary concentrator (such as concrete) due to
its high weight.

•

Mechanical Tracking of Large Primary Concentrators: Their primary concentrators need to be
actively mechanically moved over each day to track the movement of the sun. (Otherwise, without
movement of their primary concentrator tracker, only diffuse light is harvested yielding less than
40% even at the most favorable time of the day, and mostly less that 15%.

•

Durability: For deployment in many arid areas these prior solar concentrating systems need to
withstand many difficult environmental conditions that are especially challenging: these include
high temperatures, high winds and sand storms. The prior solar concentrating systems developed in
the US and Europe are not designed for these high winds and sand storms of North Africa and the
Middle East, and hence would require much higher costs to be maintained.

Studies of Cost-Performance Analysis of Prior Concentrating Solar Concentrating Systems: A
report of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory of the US Dept. of Energy (DOE) [2](Sargent &
Lundy) made a detailed amortized cost analysis of these current solar concentrating systems, when used
for electrical power generation, implies a payback period for construction and repair cost of roughly 12
to over 20 years, the later approaching the systems expected functional lifetime.
1.5 Contributions and Overview of Paper
Problem Statement: These well-established cost-effectiveness analysis studies by the DOE of these
prior solar concentrating systems provide motivation for this paper’s goal:
•

Development of a much more cost-effective solar concentrating system that is much less costly to
construct,

•

Durable, and

•

Provides a high efficiency conversion of solar power to useable energy, and

•

With a significantly shorter expected payback periods and longer expected functional lifetimes.

Our Approach: is a 2-stage solar concentrating system, with immobile primary concentrator and
mobile secondary concentrator.
Paper Organization: Our paper includes design and analysis of our novel solar concentrating system.
In section 2 we briefly overview our solar concentrating system and discuss its possible advantages. In
section 3 we provide details of the primary concentrators. In section 4 we provide details of the
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secondary concentrators and in Section 5 we discuss their tracking. In section 6 we discuss the
receivers. In section 7 we discuss the computer simulation of the optics and efficiency estimates. In
section 8 we conclude the paper.
2 Overview of Our Solar Concentrating System
2.1 The Essence of Our Approach: Low-tech rather than High-tech
In essence, our SCS is low-tech rather than high-tech. To provide improved performance, our approach
is NOT to develop or introduce a sophisticated high-technology innovation or highly improved
individual component of a conventional SCS. Instead, we propose a quite novel redesign of the overall
configuration of conventional solar concentrators. To decrease costs, in our design study make major
use of a number of well-developed and commercially available parts (e.g., optical surface films and
receiver tubes)
2.2 Applications: In principal we can couple our novel solar concentrating system to a conventional
commercial pressurized steam generator system and use this pressurized steam to drive (a) a steamdriven electrical generator, or (b) conventional commercial reverse-osmosis to desalination systems
powered by the pressurization so generated.
2.3 History of The Design
This paper is focused on a low cost solar concentrating system for collecting and concentrating energy
from the sun. The design of our solar concentrating system is based on the preferred embodiment of a
patent [Reif, 2010] invented by Reif. Our solar concentrating system (SCS) involves a novel system of
concentrating optics, which makes use of two stages of concentration (both primary and secondary
concentrators). This solar concentrating system is very low cost, since most of the material composing
the primary concentrators is very low cost concrete. The resulting concentrated heat energy can be used
to power desalination and/or used to generate electrical energy.
2.4 Overview Description of Our Solar Concentrating System
We give here very brief overview description of our solar concentrating system (SCS). Our solar
concentrating system (SCS) transforms direct solar radiation from the sun to concentrated solar
radiation, and includes apparatus for collection of solar radiation, concentration, and the absorbance of
the concentrated solar energy.
For a general overview of solar energy flow, see FIG. 1, which illustrates the path of a ray of solar
irradiation from the Sun,
(1) To a primary concentrator (denoted PC) which reflects the solar ray to:
(2) A secondary concentrator (denoted SC), which further concentrates solar radiation and directs it to:
(3) A receiver (denoted REC) of the concentrated solar energy.
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Figure 1: Overview of Solar Energy Flow of our Solar Concentrating System: This figure gives general
overview of solar energy flow (but is not the physical design of the proposed solar concentrating
system), which illustrates the path of a ray of solar irradiation from the Sun.
2.5 The key parts of our Solar Concentrating System
(1) Primary Concentrators (PCs) are reflective optical parts (parabolic trough reflectors or linear
Fresnel reflectors) located on the ground; they collect and reflect upward the solar energy incoming
from the sun. This is illustrated on the middle left of the figure above. This collected solar energy is
directed upward by the PCs to Secondary Concentrators (SC).
(2) Secondary Concentrators (SC) are suspended on wires above the solar collecting field, and which
further concentrate solar radiation and direct it to the ends of the solar collecting field. This is illustrated
on the middle right of the figure above. This solar energy is directed angularly by the SC to Receiving
Energy Collectors (RECs). The SCs track with the movement of the sun, and the SC tracking involve
both horizontal displacements as well as vertical displacements at low sun angles.
(3) A Receiving Energy Collectors (RECs) are the parts that absorb the concentrated solar energy of the
system. The REC is used for collecting and transporting solar thermal energy concentrated by the
system. RECs are very well developed devices, and very high performance RECs are available on the
commercial market, so we find no need to innovate here. The REC consists of a long glass tube (similar
to a Dewar flask or vacuum flask) that is filled with heat transport fluid that is pumped through the
REC. The REC absorbs incoming concentrated solar thermal energy and transmits this thermal energy
to it heat transport fluid, which it transported across the tube.
In applications, the heated transport fluid within the REC might be transported to a conventional steam
pressurization unit. For electrical generation, the pressurized steam would drive a conventional steamdriven electrical generator. For desalination, that pressurization would be used to power a conventional
desalination system, for example a reverse-osmosis system. These conventional steam pressurization
units, and electrical generator or reverse-osmosis system are not be considered to be part of our solar
concentrator system.
5
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2: 2D Illustration of Overall Physical Design of our Solar Concentrating System with
associated secondary concentrators, their support cables and poles (Illustrated for the special case
where the primary concentrators are Fresnel reflectors).
The above figure illustrates the overall physical design of our proposed solar concentrating system (in
the special case where the primary concentrators are Fresnel reflectors). The system has a field of
primary concentrators below a system of moving secondary concentrators suspended on wires. It is cost
efficient, since the bulk of the material is the concrete of the primary concentrators.

!

!

Figure 3: 2D Illustration of Overall Design of our Solar Concentrating System: Concentrated Solar
Energy from Sun, Reflected off multiple Primary Concentrators to multiple Secondary Concentrator,
then Directed to a Single Receiving Energy Collector (REC). (Illustrated for the special case where the
primary concentrators are Fresnel reflectors).
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2.5 Advantages of Our Solar Concentrating System (SCS): Low-Cost, High Efficiency

Why the costs of our proposed Solar Concentrating System (SCS) is a significant improvement
over costs of most SCS designs: It is quite distinct, in both structure and function, from the array
heliostats and solar power tower systems that have been constructed. The main difference is the use of
an array of passive Primary Concentrators (PCs) positioned on the ground, that provide primary
concentrated solar radiation, from below, to the array of tracking SCs, which then further concentrate
the solar radiation to two centralized Receivers (RECs). The positioning on the ground of the PCs
considerably decreases material and construction costs, since their major component is concrete, as well
as durability and protection from sand storms.
Advantages: These unique aspects of our SCS provide a dramatic reduction in costs for construction
and maintenance while maintaining a high energy-efficiency and longevity.
(1) Dramatic reduction in costs for construction: Two key aspects of our SCS provide a dramatic
reduction in costs for construction and maintenance:
(a) A key item of cost advantage is the use of immobile Primary Concentrators (PCs) positioned on the
ground, and therefore not requiring costly large-scale structural support, which vastly decreases
construction costs. In contrast, most prior art concentrating solar systems have PCs that are not
positioned on the ground and need to track, requiring costly support and tracking apparatus. The
structural material of PCs can be constructed of concrete, which is very low cost compared to the
metallic structural support material required for conventional solar concentrators.
(b) Our Secondary Concentrators (SCs) also is quite economical to construct since they are much
smaller than the PCs. In particular, we suggest the PCs have approx. 0.5 meter aperture (width in eastwest direction), whereas the SC have approx. 5 cm aperture, which is a factor 10 smaller.
(c) The use of tracking SCs suspended overhead on cables also provides a significant cost-savings for
construction. Furthermore, the tracking is of the SCs (rather than the PCs of conventional designs)
which are much smaller than the PCs.
Combining (a)-(c), the resulting dramatic reduction in costs for construction and other recurring costs
(such as maintenance) combined with a high energy-efficiency imply a short payback period for these
initial and recurring costs to be costs to be amortized.
(2) Conventional Energy-Efficiency: Further key aspects of our solar energy plant provide high
energy-efficiency (that is, a low loss of solar energy):
(a) Most importantly, the use of centralized RECs, to which solar radiation is directed, significantly
increases the energy-efficiency of the system, since heat does not need to be transported, and
economical heat storage systems can be easily configured at the centralized RECs. In contrast, many of
the prior concentrating solar systems have localized absorbers where distinct absorption is required for
each PC element, which requires a costly and inefficient heat transport system.
(b) Further, the reflecting surfaces of the PCs and SCs make use of conventional reflection surface
technology, provide high optical efficiency, in particular high spectral reflectance.
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(3) Durable with High Longevity: After a short payback period, the longevity of the SCS is critical.
(a) A high longevity is provided by the ground-based positioning of the PCs, allowing limited exposure
to weather-related degradation such as wind loads. In contrast, most prior art concentrating solar
systems have PCs that are not positioned on the ground, exposing them to wind loads.
(b) The low aspect and simplicity of the cable suspension of the SCs also provide features that extend
the lifetime of the SCS.
(c) The optical surfaces of the PCs are mirror film that is very durable, and yet inexpensive to replace.
(d) The optical surfaces of the SCs are extremely durable metallic surfaces with protective coating,
insuring a long lifetime.
(4) Broad Applicability: The challenge of design of simultaneously energy-efficient and cost-efficient
SCSs is critical to a wide variety of solar technologies, including both solar-desalination and solarthermal electrical power. To provide the broadest base of application, our SCS provides concentration
of a wide spectrum of solar radiations, including IR (for example for solar-desalination and solarthermal electrical plant applications), as well as UV and VIS (for example for PV electrical power plant
applications).
3 Primary Concentrators (PCs):
3.1 Summary description of PCs
The overall purpose of our Primary Concentrators (PCs) is to concentrate and reflect the solar radiation
upward to the Secondary Concentrators (SCs).
The PCs collect, focus and reflect upward the solar energy incoming from the sun. Each PC has a
square shape (we assume it is roughly 0.5 m x 0.5 m and has a surface area of roughly ¼ square meter).
Our PCs are positioned flat on the ground and are not mobile. The PCs are tiled next to each other to
form a solar collection field of PCs to capture and jointly reflect the direct insolation.
Each PC has as its upper surface a reflective optical surface that provides an initial concentration of
direct insolation. The initial concentration of solar irradiation provided by the PC, and directed above it,
is termed the primary concentrated solar radiation. Since the PCs are stationary, as the sun moves
daily, their primary concentrated solar radiation will move in an east to west direction above the PC.
In summary, the PC described below is designed to have simultaneously high optical efficiency and
very low cost by use of reflective film and concrete base structure, respectively. The PC's solar
efficiency (which here is determined by the spectral reflectance of the PC) is approximately 94% for the
surfaces exposed to direct solar radiation. The total material cost as well as construction effort for
construction of the PCs is very low, due to their materials (its structural bulk is just a horizontal slab of
concrete). The most exposed portion of the PC is a mirror film, which has a demonstrated expected
outdoor life of over ten years; therefore, the PC can be expected to last for at least this period with out
serious repairs, and these repairs would be mostly limited to simply the replacement or repair of the
reflective film. This is a very significant improvement in cost-efficiency over the primary collectors of
prior SCSs, whose much higher costs are mostly for the support and/or tracking apparatus for PCs
3.2 Designs of PCs:
8

(a) Parabolic Trough Reflector PC: The simplest design, where each PC has as its upper surface an
optical surface that can be a shape of a concave parabolic trough, as illustrated below.

!

Figure 4: A figure (in 3D) of a parabolic primary concentrator.
(b) Linear Fresnel Reflector PC: Alternatively, our PCs can be formed to have a shape of a patterned !
surface forming what is called in optics a linear Fresnel reflector, whose optical properties are similar to
a concave trough lens. The Fresnel PC has a saw-tooth contour on its optical surface, consisting of a
series of elongated strip-shaped facets, which are concave, that each run linearly in a north-south
direction. To form the linear Fresnel patterning, the surface of each PC has a saw-tooth contour, with
troughs that run in the north-south direction. The Fresnel Reflector PC has considerable advantages
due to its reduced use of materials, and reduced profile, protecting its optical surface from damage
from sand storms.
!

!

!

Figure 5: Fresnel reflector PC: A figure of an Alternative design for a Primary Concentrator with
optical surface forming a linear Fresnel reflector.
Inexpensive Construction of the PCs: The immobility of the PCs makes their construction much less
costly than conventional solar concentrators. Since the PCs are on the ground, they do not have to be
supported by metal superstructure required by most conventional solar concentrators. Instead, they can
be cast in cheap concrete, and coated with reflective sheets.
Low cost and durable construction of PCs: Since the PC's function is to collect and initially
concentrate the direct solar radiation from the sun; it comprises the vast majority of the bulk of
9

materials of the SCS. The most important and novel aspect of our PC is its extremely inexpensive
materials and construction, and yet high durability and efficiency. Each PC is constructed from a low
cost structural block composed of concrete (we also study the use of other durable structural materials).
These blocks can be preformed off-site or cast on-site using molds, made so that the upper surface of
the shape of the concrete block roughly conforms to the required shape of the optical surface.
Durability of PCs The largest threat to durability of the PC is the natural elements, primarily wind,
precipitation, dust abrasion, and ultraviolet radiation. Most prior PCs require costly support structures.
Since the PC is located horizontally on the ground, its exposure to wind forces is minimized. Hence it
requires no large-scale structural support, which vastly decreases construction costs.
Size and Composition of PCs: There are various sizes that the PC that may be used. As an example
we will use throughout the paper, each block comprising a PC can be approximately 5 cm to 10 cm in
thickness and 0.5 m x 0.5 m in area. Since each PC in a given east-west position is identical, only one
mold type is needed for each east-west position. To provide additional structural support to the concrete
blocks, a sheet of stainless steel wire mesh will also be cast inside of these blocks.

Figure 6: (2D cross section) shows the composition of a PC constructed from a structural material
such as concrete, saw-tooth surface patterning with troughs, covered with sheathing such as ABS, and
an external reflective film. (Illustrated for a Fresnel reflector PC)
3.3 Optical Surface of PCs:
The upper surface of each PC is coated with a reflective coating that does not absorb much of the
energy, and reflects it upward. The reflective coating of the PCs will make use of a well-established and
already commercialized material: Reflective film is used which has high reflectance and has
demonstrated high durability (15 years) in the field.
Affixed to the upper surface of each PC, immediately above and adhering to the concrete, is a 5 mm
cast plastic sheathing, which provides the precise shape of the optical surface. A highly reflective
metallic film is adhered to the top of the plastic sheathing. The spectral reflectance of an optical surface
is the percent of incoming radiation that is directly reflected, and neither absorbed nor diffused in some
other direction.
Mirror films designed for solar concentration applications are inexpensive, durable, and have a high
reflectance; for example ReflecTech, Inc. (which developed their technology under DOE NREL
funding) produces a mirror film costing less than $20 per square meter, having 94% spectral
reflectance, and having been demonstrated to be durable without significant damage in the outside
environment in Colorado and at SEGS VI for over ten years (see Patent US6989924 titled “Durable
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corrosion and ultraviolet-resistant silver mirror”).
3.4 Optical Design of the PCs
The Primary Concentrators have optical surfaces that need to be correctly designed, analyzed and
optimized. The may either be parabolic reflectors or Fresnel reflectors, which have a number of
potential advantages (these have a more compact profile, that may provide significant advantages) but
also which require a more complex lens design, analysis and optimization.
Idealistic Design of the Optics of PCs: Before describing the actual design and operation of the optics
of the PCs, we give a simplistic idealist design description of this optics:
Ideally, we would desire that the optical surface of each PC forms a linear concentrator so that for any
given position of the sun, the concentrated solar radiation is focused into a line segment that we term
the SC's focal line. Also, ideally the optics of each PC would be designed so that this focal line at all
times is horizontal and is oriented north-south, and moves predicatively west to east through the course
of the day. Let the extended focal line be the line extending the focal line segment over the collection
field to the north and south. Over the day, the extended focal line of the PC would move from west to
east.
Also, depending on the relative focal length of the PCs, the focal lines will raise and lower vertically
during the day to compensate for off-axis focal movement. At early morning and late evening, the focal
lines will be at their lowest vertical height, and at noon will be at their maximal height, which is the
focal length of the PC reflector element. The tracking is made simpler since the focal lines of all the
PCs are all horizontal and parallel, at any time at the same height above the ground
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Figure 7: A figure (in 3D) of rays of direct solar insolation, reflecting on a parabolic primary
concentrator, with the (idealistic) concentration of direct solar radiation by the PC into its focal line.
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Figure 8: A 3D Illustration of Path of Solar Energy from Sun to Primary Concentrator, the reflected
upward to Secondary Concentrator. (Illustrated for the special case where the primary concentrators
are Fresnel reflectors).
, then the focal line of all PCs would simply remain at this fixed distance above the PC at all times of
the day. (However, in fact as discussed below, each east-west row of PCs has distinct slants slightly
away from horizontal.
Practical Design of the Optics of PCs: While the above idealistic description of the optics of the PC
allows the reader a simplistic understanding of their operation, the practical design of the optics of PCs
must take into account the important issues such as astigmatism described in detail below,
The optical axis is the axis normal to the middle of the reflector, and is normal to the focal plane.
A More Realistic Design description of the Optics of PCs: Off-Axis Analysis of Astigmatism
Due to off-axis affects Astigmatism (also known in optics as coma blur) that cause a blur of the focus,
for any given position of the sun, the solar radiation is instead concentrated by the PC into a region of
(rather complex) shape bounded by a segment of a cylinder of small radius that we term the SC's focal
cylinder. It is discussed in detail in optics literature as well as in solar concentrator literature in [Zaibel,
1995] [Rabl,1985]. The SC's focal cylinder diameter is smallest at solar noon when the sun is directly
overhead and so there are no off-axis affects. The SC's focal cylinder diameter is largest at the early
morning and late evening, when the solar radiation arrives at the largest angle from normal, causing offaxis affects that increase the focal blur. Still, the optics of each PC would be designed so that the focal
cylinder at all times is horizontal and is oriented north-south, and moves horizontally west to east
predicatively through the course of the day.
In this more realistic optical design, each north-south row of PCs would still move in the same way over
the day. Also, each east-west row of PCs has no slant in the north-south direction (since the focal
cylinders are horizontal and run north-south). Let the extended focal cylinder be the line extending the
focal line segment over the solar collection field to the north and south. Over the day, the extended
focal cylinder of the PC moves from west to east to track the movement of the sun. The focal cylinder
also moves vertically the lowest vertical height in the start and end of the solar day; the highest vertical
position of is a solar noon, and has height = the focal length F of the PC.
13
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At midmorning (solar time 9AM) midafternoon (solar time 3PM), when sin(θ) approx. 0.7, the
coma blur radius R is bounded by a maximum of approx. A 0.7/(2f) = 0.035 m = 3.5cm.

•

10: 06 P M by
At noon (solar time 12AM, when sin(θ) approx. 0, the coma blur radius 3/R23/is12 bounded
approx. 0.

So at the worst, the coma blur radius R is bounded by a maximum of approx. 5 cm , which is small
enough to be captured within a secondary concentrator with optical aperture of 5 cm as in our design.
It can be shown that the range of angles of solar light reflected from the primary concentrator to the
secondary concentrator also decreases inversely with the relative focal length f, and again a relative
focal length of approx. 10 suffices to allow the secondary concentrators to correctly direct the solar
radiation to solar collectors that are proximately located.
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Daily Variation of Coma Blur Implies Daily Variation of Concentration Ratio: Due to the daily
variation of coma blur, the concentration ratio of the solar concentrator also varies during the solar day:
is largest at solar noon when the coma blur is 0, and is somewhat smaller at the start and end of the day
when the coma blur is largest. (This is mitigated by designing the SC aperture to match the maximal
coma bluf diameter.)
3.4 Design & Construction of the Solar Collection Field
In general, the term solar collecting field denotes the surface that receives direct solar radiation. The
solar collecting field is designed to minimize construction and maintenance costs while providing
highly efficient concentration of solar energy. The solar collecting field is positioned on a horizontal
plane at ground level and is rectangular in shape, formed from solar collecting strips running northsouth.

Figure 10: A Solar Collection Field of multiple Primary Concentrators (PCs), consisting of an array of
parabolic trough PCs, and with an individual solar concentrator square indicated.
Recall each PC has square shape and has surface area of approx. ¼ meter square. The solar collecting
field includes multiple solar collecting strips positioned side-by-side. Each solar collecting strip is
composed of an array (running north-south) of primary concentrators (PCs), each horizontally
positioned on the ground.
At the ends of the solar collecting field at its east and west ends are positioned banks of receivers we
term RECs. The solar radiation in the initial part of the solar day is concentrated to the east RECs and in
the later part of the solar day solar radiation is concentrated to the west RECs side.
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Scalability of the Solar Collection Field: Our SCS is scalable in both the north-south axis as well as
the east-west axis. The span S of our SCS is it’s east-west width in meters. We now define a simple way
of characterizing our SCS in terms of the span. The concentration ratio is adjustable by design. For
example, if we define a configuration of our SCS to have span S and REC height H meters, the
concentration ratio is S:H. Each configuration CS will have an east and west REC, both with a setback
distance (from the east or west ends of the solar collection field) approx. 5 m, so the max distance to a
REC from any secondary concentrator on the same east-west axis is S+5 m. There is no limit in the
length of any of these configurations in the north-south axis. (In the future, we intend to analyze various
configurations of SCS and determine the optimal one.
Cost Savings by use of multiple SCS with shared RECS: For large-scale utility applications, multiple of
our SCSs combine in a compact scalable fashion: For a large-scale application, with large dimensions in
both the east and west axis, we can position multiple of our SCSs side by side, so they share east and
west RECs with their neighbors (allowing approx. 50% cost-savings of REC costs), also sharing
apparatus for storing solar radiation and conversion into usable energy.
4 The Secondary Concentrators and their Tracking
4.1 Function of SCs
A SC is associated with each PC. Each SC is oriented north-south parallel with the axis of the troughs
of the corresponding PC. Recall that as the sun moves during the day, the current position of the focal
line of the solar radiation concentrated by each PC translates in an east-to-west direction. The function
of each SC is to direct the solar radiation concentrated by the PC to the REC.
Both the following Figures 11 and 12 show the optical path of solar radiation from the sun, and how the
primary and SCs concentrate and redirect this solar radiation to the REC.
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Figure 11: A 2D illustration of the concentration of direct solar radiation by an individual PC and the
associated SC. The solar insolation, reflects on a parabolic concentrator, and then reflects on a
secondary concentrator, to the receiver.
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Figure 12: A 3D illustration of the concentration of direct solar radiation by an individual PC and the
associated SC. The solar insolation, reflects on a parabolic concentrator, and then reflects on a
secondary concentrator, to the receiver.
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4.2 Design of the Secondary Concentrators (SCs)
The secondary concentrators are suspended on wires above the solar collecting field. Their function is
to further concentrate solar radiation and direct it to the ends of the solar collecting field to the
receivers.
A doubled SC has two optical surfaces (one will face east, the other west).
The simplest class of designs of the SC is: Type 1: A doubled SC, which cannot rotate or elevate
vertically (that is, it tracks only horizontally).

Figure 13: Illustration of Type 1A secondary concentrator: A double SC, where each end has a double
rolling attachment to a support cable.
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Figure 14: Type 2 Secondary Concentrators with Slot allowing for vertical movement of secondary
concentrator.
FIG. 7B
Note that the design of all the above SC types can be easily modified to allow for vertical movement
during tracking, as illustrated in Figure 14.
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4.3 Cable Suspension of Secondary Concentrators
As mentioned above, each SC is associated with one of the PCs and suspended above it. The
suspension is via a system of support cables mounted on poles (the tracking apparatus is discussed
later). There are multiple support cables associated with each east-west row of PCs. These support
cables run parallel to the east-west axis as well as perpendicular to the troughs in the PCs.
The SCs are suspended from these support cables by rolling trolley devices that let the SCs
move freely horizontally along the east-west axis.

!

Figure 15: Suspension and Tracking of multiple Secondary Concentrators: supported by support wires
and positioned horizontally by tracking wires
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Figure 16: View of an array of primary and secondary solar concentrators, showing the primary
concentrator field, the row of secondary concentrators, support towers on both sides, and support
cables.

Use of Support Poles and Sidelines to Stabilize Support Cables:
The suspension poles are vertical structural elements whose purpose is to suspend the support cables.
These poles are positioned in rows along the east and west edges of the field. Each pole is associated
with one or more east-west rows of PCs and supports the support cables associated with these PCs.
Furthermore, stabilization lines (known as sidelines) is used to control the height and vibrations of
support cables and their displacement from translational wind force. The sidelines will provide stability
and minimize movement during dynamic wind loads. The sidelines may also be used to slightly
vertically displacing the support cables from the horizontal.
If needed, we also install “webbing” cables running on the north-south axis horizontally between
adjacent support cables, to provide a webbing structure that directly resists transverse movement of the
support cables. The planned structural analysis studies will aid in this determination.
Possible Vertical Displacements of Support Cables: In our work, we study how to set the curvature
and height of the east-west support cables (e.g., via support poles and/or stabilization lines) to induce
vertical tracking changes dependent on the east-west position (e.g., with the height of the support cables
being lower on the extreme east and west sides of the collection field) along the length of these eastwest support cables. This can be used, for example, to change the angle that concentrated solar radiation
is directed from the secondary concentrator to the receivers during east-west tracking. In particular, we
intend to investigate the use of adjustment of height of the support poles to provide a means for
intentionally inducing height changes along the length of these east-west support cables, so as to be able
to change the angle at which the solar radiation is directed from the secondary concentrators to the
22
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receivers during west to east tracking.
Such height changes of the support cables may impact the
design of the optical surfaces of the primary concentrators that provide for the east-west slant of their
focal plane being approximately the same as the east-west slant of their support cables.

4.5 Configurations of arrays of SCs
In our design, each north-south row of secondary concentrators are joined along their longitudinal axis
to allow for coordinated translational tracking.

Figure 17: Illustration of a field of bidirectional PCs, with associated SCs, their support via support
cables and poles.
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Avoiding optical obstructions between SCs: The array of SCs are positioned depending on the
geometry of the
field so that they direct solar radiation from their SC to a REC without obstructing one
!
another, as illustrated below:

secondary concentrator

Figure 18: A figure (in 2D) of rays of insolation, reflecting on a row of parabolic primary
concentrators, then reflecting on a row of secondary concentrators, and then directed to the receiver.
Spacing the Secondary Concentrators to Avoid Obstructions Bounds Concentration Ratio: The
array of secondary concentrators will need to be positioned depending on the geometry of the solar
collection field so that they can direct concentrated solar radiation to one or more receivers without
obstructing one another. Let Ψ be the maximum vertical angle from the horizontal that concentrated
solar radiation is directed in the east-west direction, without obstruction, from the secondary
concentrator to a vertical midline of the receiver. Let A be the aperture (in the east-west direction) of
each primary concentrators, and let a be the aperture (in the east-west direction) of each secondary
concentrators. If L is the length of the solar collecting field in the east-west direction, then L=NA,
where N is the number of primary concentrators positioned on the collecting field in the east-west
direction. Observe that if the receiver bank has height H, and the receiver field has east-west length L,
then the concentration ratio is L:H, and since L=NA, the concentration ratio can be written as N:H/A.
Assuming the receiver array is height H=0.5 meter, and A = 0.5 m, then H/A=1 and the concentration
ratio for the SCS is N:1.
Observe that the distance between the first secondary concentrator and a neighboring secondary
concentrator in the east-west direction is A. F, the focal length of the PCs, is the maximum vertical
height of these secondary concentrators above the primary concentrators. Then there are two constraints
on Ψ :
• to avoid obstruction of a secondary concentrator’s reflected solar energy by by its adjacent
secondary concentrator, tan(Ψ) > a/A.
• to allow the secondary concentrator’s reflected solar energy to reach the receiver, tan(Ψ) > F/L =
F/(NA).
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Hence a/A < F/(NA), so N < F/a. We have though out the paper given example values of A = 0.5 m and
a = 5cm = 0.05 m, and also F = 5 m. So, in this example, N < F/a = (5 m)/( 0.05 m) = 100, giving a
concentration ratio bound of almost 100:1.
4.6 Design of optical surfaces of the SCs
The solar radiation entering the SCs (termed the primary (partial) concentrated solar radiation) has
already been concentrated by a significant factor. Hence our optical design must take into account the
corresponding increase in optical intensity. Also, the optical surfaces of the SCs must also be highly
accurate to direct the heat flux correctly. Therefore the optical surfaces of each SC is constructed from
highly reflective polished metallic sheeting. Our metal of choice is aluminum, which has a high melting
point of 660 °C, is relatively inexpensive, and relatively low density (2.70 g/cm3) and can be polished
and coated to achieve high spectral reflectance. We use a multilayer dielectric film overcoat for
protection of the optical surfaces of the SCs; in particular we plan to use a multilayer dielectric highreflection "ENHANCED ALUMINUM (023) Coating" of Melles Griot, Inc. which has average spectral
reflectance of 95%. (We may also apply a thin protective overcoat layer of either silicon monoxide or
magnesium fluoride for further protection of the optical surface, as described in Warren J. Smith,
Modern optical engineering: the design of optical systems, pp. 247.) To allow for dissipation of heat,
heat fins is affixed to the under side of the reflective surfaces of the SCs.
Function of Optics of SCs: Each SC generally has two reflective optical surfaces, each concave in cross
sections, that have in 3D a concave linear trough shape (similar to a PC of a trough SCS). We will
assume the SCs each have two reflective optical surfaces of polished aluminum, each concave in cross
section (facing east and west, respectively), with a multilayer dielectric film overcoat. Each of these
optical surfaces is a linear concentrator that focuses parallel incoming radiation into a line. We define
the (REC-directed) focal line of an optical surface of the SC to be the hypothetical line at which parallel
rays emitted from the REC would be focused by that optical surface of the SC. By the principal of
linear optical system reversibility, this implies that radiation departing at any angle from the (RECdirected) focal line of the SC must be directed to the REC. At any given time of the solar day, the SC is
positioned via translational tracking so its (REC-directed) focal line coincides with the focal line of its
associated PC.
Summary description of construction of SCs: In summary, the SCs are more complex and therefore
more expensive than the PCs, but since they are far smaller and far less massive than the PCs (due to
the PC's initial concentration of the solar energy), the cost is modest when apportioned to the far larger
area of the PC that each SC services. Since the aperture of our PCs SCs are somewhat similar in
construction (but reduced in size by a factor of at least 10:1) to a typical trough reflective PC of a
trough SCS, the costs for manufacture of our SCs would be similar to the cost of a miniaturized trough
reflector component (costs for manufacturing miniaturized parts generally reduce by a factor of a cubic
function of the scale size reduction), and so our SCs is very economical to construct. The multilayer
dielectric high-reflection aluminum optical surface of the SCs has a reflectance of approximately 95%,
giving the SC a high solar efficiency.
4.7 Protection of Secondary Concentrator from Surface Abrasion
We also need to protect the optical surfaces of the secondary concentrators from abrasion due to sand
storms, which could significantly degrade the efficiency of the solar concentrating system. We test the
use of surface overcoats (e.g., layers of silicon monoxide or magnesium fluoride) to protect the optical
surfaces of our secondary concentrators from surface abrasion due to high velocity sand and dust.
Various Polish Compounds (e.g., Autosol metal polish), developed for polishing the surfaces of
automobiles and airplanes, can be used for application to optical surfaces of our secondary
concentrators, to allow for periodic re-polishing to deal with surface abrasion.
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5 Tracking the Secondary Concentrators
5.1 Design of the tracking mechanism of the Secondary Concentrators and its Control System
Each secondary concentrator (SC) will need to move, tracking the movement of the concentrated solar
energy reflected upward by the primary concentrators. The goal position is computed using existing
software for solar movement prediction, and optical models of the primary and secondary concentrator
lens systems. Conventional mechanical tracking mechanisms and their control can be coupled with this
solar movement prediction software.
The simulation and optimization work used mechanical, optical and energy transport analysis software
to optimize the design of the secondary concentrators, minimizing energy loss and minimizing costs of
construction and maintenance, as well as simplicity and reliability of control.
5.2 Tracking Secondary Concentrators to follow PCs Focus:
The SCs are suspended on cables and need to be tracked (moved) over the period of each solar day.
This tracking needs to insure that the SCs are correctly positioned at each time so that the solar energy
focused by the PCs is reflected by the SCs to the receivers which collect the final concentrated solar
energy. The tracking involves both horizontal displacements as well as vertical displacements at low
sun angles.
5.3 Tracking Compensation from Wind and Vibrational Displacements: This tracking also needs to
dynamically compensate for wind, vibration and other effects such as temperature deformation that may
effect the positioning of the SCs.
5.4 Requirements for Tracking of SCs:
Recall that we position each SC so that its (REC-directed) focal line coincides with the focal line of the
PC. The design of the optical surfaces of the PCs is somewhat simplified since each pair of PCs with
the same east-west position will have parallel focal lines, and hence these can have the same shape
optical surfaces.
The focal line of the PC is parallel to the upper portion of the surface of the PC, and runs north-south.
Consider a SC that tracks west to east in such a way that its (REC-directed) focal line coincides with the
focal line of the PC. Let the extended focal line be the line extending the focal line segment over the
collection field to the north and south. Over the day, the extended focal line of the PC moves from west
to east. The illustrations Figures 22, 23, 24 and 25 together show in 2D cross section various positions
of the extended focal line of the PC over the day (the figures illustrate how only one of the faces of the
SC faces the incoming solar radiation).
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5.5 Summary of requirements for tracking of SCs:
The concentration system is comprised of the primary and SCs, and the geometry of the tracking
requirements can be summarized in the following:
(a) At any given time, each north-south strip of PCs has a single extended focal line, and through the
course of the day, that extended focal line moves from west to east.
(b) The currently active face of the SC needs to face the radiation from the PC, and
(c) The (REC-directed) focal plane of a currently active face of the SC needs to coincide with the focal
line of the PC.
5.6 Apparatus for Tracking of SCs:
The special relationship between the primary and SCs just described can be achieved by west to east
translational tracking of the SC with possibly some form of vertical or rotational movement to
compensation for the change in vertical angle to RECs during translational tracking, as well as some
sort of mechanism for the east-west switch previously described.
Also, the geometry implies that the translational and rotational movements of each north-south row of
SCs can be exactly the same, so we can join the SCs of each north-south row to move on a common
axis.
SC Tracking Apparatus:
West to east translational tracking of a Double Reflective SC: The simplest Tracking Apparatus is
one that only does translational tracking of the SCs. In brief, the east-west switch is achieved by simply
moving from the portion of the SC facing generally east to the other portion facing generally west. The
SC is positioned a considerable distance from the RECs, so the short daily translational movements by
the SC do not significantly affect the angles of direction from the SCs to each REC.
Recall that the Type 1 SCs is a doubled SC with two reflective optical surfaces, positioned facing
generally east and west, respectively. The east facing optical surface is used from the start of the day
until the initiation of the east-west switch, and the execution of the east-west switch, the SC only needs
to shift slightly west (by temporally increasing the rate of west to east translational tracking movement)
t, to switch incoming primary concentrated solar radiation from the east optical surface to the west
optical surface.
Each SC tracks by west to east horizontal translational movements as illustrated in FIG. 3A-3D. FIG.
3A illustrates Tracking Apparatus at the start time t0 of the daily tracking, FIG. 3B illustrates Tracking
Apparatus at time t1, FIG. 3C illustrates Tracking Apparatus at time t2, and FIG.3 illustrates Tracking
Apparatus 1 at the end time t3 of the daily tracking. During the time interval from t0 to t1, the doubled
SC is tracked horizontally from west to east at a fixed rate, so that at all times during this period the east
face of the doubled SCs is positioned so that its (east-REC-directed) focal line coincides with the focal
line of the PC, and so it further concentrates the incoming primary radiation from the PC, and directs it
to the east REC. During the east-west switch time interval from t1 to t2, of the rate of translational
tracking movement from west to east is much increased, so as to move the doubled SC west. This
increased rate is set so that at time t2, its west face is positioned so that its (west) (REC-directed) focal
line coincides with the focal line of the PC. During the time interval from t2 to t3, the doubled SCs are
again tracked in a horizontal direction from west to east at a fixed rate, so that at all times during this
period the west face of the doubled SCs is positioned so that its (west-REC-directed) focal line
coincides with the focal line of the PC, and so it is further concentrates the incoming primary
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concentrated radiation from the PC, and directs it to the west REC. After the end of the solar day, the
tracking movement is reversed to allow the SC to be repositioned to the start of day position.
5.7 Summary of the SC Tracking System: as stated above, the support cables hold up the SCs. The
SCs are attached to the support cable with rollers, which let the SCs move freely along the support
cable. As discussed above, each day, as the sun crosses over a primary concentrating, the focal line of
the concentrated solar radiation moves across a focal plane; the SC tracks along in a similar manner just
above this focal plane. A further control cable runs parallel to the support cable. The control cable is
fixed to each SC and serves as a control system for tracking along the east-west axis. This tracking can
be done by use of an autonomous step or hydraulic motor for each SC. But since the translational
tracking is the same for multiple SCs, so the translational tracking can more be configured instead as a
spool system with centralized step or hydraulic motors. This tracking system is much simpler, as the
control is centralized, and is more economical.
5.8 Details of Tracking Control of SCs:
The illustrations in the next page together show the required positioning of the SC so that its (RECdirected) focal line coincides with the focal line of the PC. The design of the optical surfaces of the PCs
is somewhat simplified since each pair of PCs with the same east-west position will have co-planar
focal planes, and hence these can have the same shape optical surfaces. The focal line of the PC is
parallel to the upper portion of the surface of the PC, and runs north-south. Consider a SC that tracks
west to east in such a way that its (REC-directed) focal line coincides with the focal line of the PC. Let
the extended focal line be the line extending the focal line segment over the collection field to the north
and south. Over the day, the extended focal line of the PC moves from west to east.
The following illustrations (the figures illustrate how only one of the faces of the SC faces the incoming
solar radiation) together show in 2D cross section various positions of the extended focal line of the PC
over the day.
The Daily Schedule of Tracking of the SCs:
To review the above, the daily schedule of the SC's tracking is given by illustrations:
Figure 19, (start time t0),
Figure 20, (begin time t1 of east-west switch),
Figure 21, (finish time t2 of east-west switch),
Figure 22, (end of day time t3).
After the end of the solar day, the tracking movement is reversed to allow the SC to be repositioned to
the start of day position.
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Figure 19: Illustration in 2D cross section the start time t0 of the daily tracking, when the active optical
surface of the SC faces east. We nominally set t0 to be 7 AM solar time, insuring (depending on the
latitude) the sun is at least 15 degrees above the east horizon.
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The east-west switch of a SC:
At the time period from t1 to t2, we execute a east-west switch of the SC, where we switch at that time
the currently active optical surface of the SC from an optical surface facing generally east to an optical
surface facing generally west (in some alternative designs which we explore, the active optical surface
may be the same, but re-oriented, in the two respective time periods). We nominally set the time
duration of the switch is approx. 1 minute, and set t1 and t2 to be 30 seconds prior and after solar noon.
(Note that at times between t1 and t2 some of the concentrated radiation from the PC may be directed
from west to the east, and some may be directed from the east to west.)

!
Figure 20: Illustration (in 2D) of just before the east-west switch at time t1 at solar noon when the
active optical face of the SC is facing generally east and the extended focal line of the SC is just west of
overhead the middle of the PC.
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Figure 21: Illustration (in 2D cross section) of the end of an east-west switch at the time t2 when the
active optical face of the SC is facing generally west and the extended focal line of the SC is just east of
overhead the middle of the PC.
Minimizing leakage loss of a SC during the switch:
There is some leakage loss of concentrated solar radiation from the PC (if the SC can not capture and
further direct this radiation to the REC) during the east-west switch at times between t1 and t2. To
decrease this, the tracking is rapid during the switch interval. Also, we can further minimize this
leakage loss by design choices: where we maximize, in as far as possible, the ratio of the height of the
PC focal line to the east-west width of the PC, which minimizes the time duration of the east-west
switch between t1 and t2 when there is leakage loss.
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Figure 22: illustration (in 2D cross section) the end time t3 of the daily tracking when an active optical
surface of the SC faces west. We illustrate here the end time t3 to be approx. 5 PM solar time, with the !
sun is approx. 15 degrees (depending on the latitude) above the west horizon.
5.9 Secondary Concentrator Tracking Adjustments to Insure Concentrated Solar Energy is
directed to Receiver Banks
A further item of consideration is that during AM portion of the solar day, the Concentrated Solar
Energy is directed to Western Receivers, and the PM portion of the solar day, the Concentrated Solar
Energy is directed to Eastern Receivers. Since the distance of the Secondary Concentrator differs over
the day, the angle of its direction to the Receivers varies over the day. Slight adjustments in the
horizontal tracking is made to compensate for these angular changes.
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6 Design of the Receiving Energy Collectors (RECs)
6.1 The Receiving Energy Collectors (RECs)
A Receiving Energy Collector (REC) is the immobile part that absorbs the concentrated solar energy of
the concentrated solar energy. REC tubes are used by conventional solar concentrating systems for
conversion of infrared (IR) solar energy to heat energy. Typically a REC tube is a metallic tube
containing a liquid material with favorable heat transport properties (so that the heat concentrated on
them can be efficiently transported to the place where the concentrated heat energy can be stored or
converted into other forms of energy).
The RECs design make use of a well-established and already commercialized device:
•

Schott tube receivers,

as well as a highly-efficient heat transfer fluid:
•

Therminol VP-1 synthetic oil

for the thermal energy transfer fluid (HTF), thus substantially reducing project risk because of prior
experience.
6.2 Use of Commercially Available REC Tubes: Each of these REC tubes is the conventional
commercially evaluable high-performance RECs developed for solar troughs, e.g., the Schott PTR70T,
which provides over 95% absorption and less than 10% emittance on REC tubes. These and similar
REC tubes are configured as follows: Within each of the REC tubes there is a metallic tube containing
the material used for heat transport and/or storage. Surrounding the interior metallic tube is a vacuum
gap providing insulation, and on the exterior of each REC tube is a glass tube with an anti-reflective,
anti-abrasion coating that has high transmittance. The Schott PTR70T REC tube has a glass exterior
with external diameter d=12.5 cm and each section of the tube has length 4.06 m. The exterior of the
REC tubes allows a high proportion of the solar radiation to penetrate to the interior metallic tube of the
REC and heat the heat transfer material within.

Figure 23: Illustration of Schott tube receiver SCHOTT PTR@70,(Schott, Inc.)
6.3 Heat Transfer Fluid (HTF)
Therminol VP-1: Typically, the REC tubes contain a conventional, commercially available bulk HTF,
in particular Therminol VP-1 synthetic oil for transfer of the absorbed solar energy. Its specific heat
capacity is 1.53 (kJ/kgK), and assuming a nominal temperature range differential (from ambient to
heated temperature) is at least 350° C, it follows that Therminol VP-1 provides at least 0.535 MJ/kg for
heat transport.
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6.4 The Configuration of the RECs: The solar radiation concentrated by the Primary and Secondary
Concentrators to two REC banks (or arrays), which consist of a vertically stacked collection of height H
of REC tubes. There are two REC banks (each is hereafter referred to collectively as “REC”), which are
located respectively in the east and west of the collection field; the western REC collects primarily in
the AM (prior to solar noon) concentrated solar radiation, and the eastern REC collects primarily in the
PM (after solar noon) concentrated solar radiation. The RECs are setback 5 m from the east and west of
the solar collecting field (this setback allows SCs at the extreme east and west of the field to better
direct radiation to their RECs); that is, the east (west) REC is setback approx. 5 m east of the east (west,
respectively) edge of the collecting field.
The amount of setback of the REC is an important design parameter that affects early AM and late PM
occlusion of PCs at ends of the field.
The absorbing region of each REC is the optical surface that absorbs the concentrated solar radiation
incoming from the SCs. The absorbing region of each REC is rectangular shaped fo height H.
The concentrated solar radiation from the secondary concentrators is to the same absorbing section of
the absorbing region of the REC.

Figure 24: An example receiver bank with multiple evacuated REC tubes used as absorbers of the
concentrated solar energy.
Positioning of the REC Tubes: Within the absorbing region of each REC is positioned an array of
Schott PTR70T REC tubes with center axis running horizontally north-south. Since the PTR70T REC
cross-section width is approx. 10.6 cm and the REC tube outside diameter is 12.5 cm, the concentrated
radiation directed to the REC tube forms a band of width approx. 10.6 cm, where at the center of the
band, the incident angle is normal and the Schott PTR70T’s quoted normal angle transmittance is 95%.
(Note a particular alternative arrangement of the multiple REC tubes may be more favorable, where we
position the REC tubes in zigzag displaced vertical columns.) Also each REC has a structural housing.
The structural housing of the REC serves to elevate, support and protect the other portions of the REC.
However, unlike the other portions of the concentrator system, due to the relative large area of the
absorbing region the structural housing can suffer moderate position deformations (e.g., from winds and
heat deformation) without significant affect on performance.
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Vertical Position of the RECs.
Here we discuss the relative advantages of positioning the RECs above or below the SCs.
Choice of relative position of RECS: A key design choice is a REC’s relative vertical position in
comparison to the vertical height of the SCs (this is called it’s differential height, and its absolute value
is called its differential height magnitude).
•

If the RECs are below the SCs, then they are less affected by wind loading and their structural
support is reduced, but there is more occlusion of solar radiation with side cables and posts, which
also could create greater demands on the structural support. However, in this positioning of the
RECs, stray concentrated solar energy from the SC directed downward to the RECs might endanger
the surfaces of the PC unless blockage panels are installed near the RECs.

•

If the RECs are above the SCs, there is no occlusion of solar radiation with side cables and posts for
the support cable, but the RECs are more affected by wind loading and their structural support is
increased. However, in this positioning of the RECs, stray concentrated solar energy from the SC
would be directed upward to the overhead RECs, avoiding the problem of endangering the surface
of the PC.

In our computer simulations, we positioned the RECs below the SCs. We stack an appropriate number
of REC tubes in the REC bank to provide for a wide enough REC bank.
Optimizing the spans of solar collecting fields: The configurations of REC positioning depends on the
east-west span of the solar collection field, and the efficiency of the solar collecting system is impacted
by the east-west positioning of the RECs. A east-west span of 10 m our preferred span. But a smaller
east-west span has the potential advantage of a decreased affect of the dynamic wind loading, and
reduced vertical positioning of the RECs, whereas a larger east-west span provides a more compact use
of land area, since the total use of setbacks is reduced.
Avoiding Obstructions between the SCs: We can also adjust the REC’s vertical positioning above the
ground to avoid optical obstructions between consecutive SCs, which have width approx. 5 cm and are
distance 0.5 m apart from each other. If S is the east-west span of our SCS and the setback position of
the RECs from the east and west ends of the solar collecting fields is 5 m, then the total max distance to
the REC from these SCs is at most S+5 m, and the relative vertical displacement of the REC needs to be
at least approx (S+5) (1/S).
Adjusting the Concentration Ratio of the SCs: The concentration ratio of our system is adjustable by
simply the number of SCs positioned side by side in the collector field. All of these would direct their
concentrated solar energy to the same solar receiver bank. Very high concentration ratios of 70:1 up to
100:1 required for solar concentrators to produce very highly pressurized steam to drive high
performance steam generators for electrical generation. The application of solar-desalination requires
the solar concentrator produce a considerably lower concentration ratio of approx. 20:1 to 30:1 (to
produce a steam pressure of approx. 55 bar to drive the reverse-osmosis process), which is far less than
is required for solar-thermal-electrical applications.
6.3 Dealing with the seasonal variations of angle of solar radiation: The absorbing region of each
REC runs north-south along the east or west of the collecting field (with an approx. 5 m setback). To
deal with the seasonal variations of angle of solar radiation (which slants and displaces to the north or
south. depending on the season) reaching the REC, the RECs will extend approx. 5 to 10 m further both
north and south than the solar collecting field. Note: Through the course of the year, the north-south
angle of the sun deviates (by approximately 20 degrees in Saudi Arabia and 23.5 degrees in the US
Southwest) to both the north and the south from its equinox position. Therefore, the north-south
position of the solar radiation concentrated on the REC changes through the year. To deal with this, the
RECs are immobile, but their absorbing area is sufficiently long in north-south direction to include the
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entire range of positions that concentrated solar radiation is directed over the year. Assuming a large
grouping of solar collecting fields (extending say 400 m or more) in the north-south direction, as
expected in large-scale applications, this extension of the RECs to the north and south has very little
effect to the over-all cost of the system.)
7 Software Simulations
Here we give a description of the software simulations executed including (i) SOLIDWORKS for CAD
modeling, (ii) MATHLAB computational simulations to simulate solar tracking of the secondary
concentrators and to simulate the optics, and (iii) use of NREL’s SAM software to analyze overall
performance.

7.1 Software used
To ensure software compatibility thought the project engineering disciplines, we are making uniform
use of SOLIDWORKS Premium software and various add-on software systems for CAD designs,
modeling, simulation, optimization, and visualization of the system.
(1)
We used the well-developed commercial software SOLDWORKS Premium for our 3D CAD
models and mechanical system design, simulation and optimization. SOLDWORKS was also used for
most of our figures.
(2)
We used MATHLAB for ray-tracing simulation of the path of solation through the SCS,
reflecting from the PC to the PC, and to the receivers. We calculated the proportion of the solar energy
reached the receivers.
(3)
We used SAM software for determination of the efficiency and cost analysis of the solar
concentrating system.
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7.1 MATHLAB Optics Simulation: SCS Energy Losses of solar energy up to and including to the
receiver (REC), without including loss by optical surfaces nor the loss at the REC.

Using MATHLAB, we made simulations of Average Efficiency of our SCS, as given in Figure 25. In
our computer simulations, we simulated parabolic reflectors for the optical surfaces of our Primary and
Secondary Concentrators, to simplify the analysis.
(The figure does not include loss by optical surfaces nor the loss at the REC, but these are included in
our overall efficiency calculation of Figure 26).
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Figure 25: Our SCS Energy Losses of solar energy up to and including to the receiver (REC), without
including loss by optical surfaces nor the loss at the REC.
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8.2 SAM software Simulation: Detailed Optical Loss Analysis of Proposed Solar Concentrating
System
As mentioned above, we used SAM software developed by the US Department of Energy (DOE)
National Renewable Energy laboratory (NREL). The SAM software provides for determination of the
efficiency and cost analysis of the solar concentrating system. It requires the construction of specialized
modules that specify the given studied solar concentrating plant’s technical characteristics. (The SAM
software were executed by David Kearney, President, Kearney & Associates.)
.
Our detailed analysis of optical efficiency and losses required two key quantities:
(a) Estimation of the Percentage of DNI (Cosine Losses):
Here we describe how we estimated the percentage of annual direct normal insolation (DNI) that our
system transforms to direct beam radiation normal to the REC, assuming the reflectors hypothetically
had 100% reflectivity and absorbance, perfect tracking, and perfect geometric accuracy.
Let the angle of REC transmittance be the angle difference between the rays of concentrated solar
radiation that enters the REC compared to the normal of the surface of the REC at that position of entry
to the REC.
Our determination of the DNI makes use of a key property of the optics of our solar concentrator: our
solar concentrator tracks on only one axis and uses tubular RECs where all linear optical surfaces are
aligned with the direction of polar north-south.
Hence, up to certain errors (of alignment and optical manufacture errors, and nonlinear effects, the
angle of REC transmittance, depends essentially only on sun’s declination angle (angle from the earth’s
polar axis), which varies < 1% during a single solar day. (However, note that the sun’s declination angle
significantly varies over the seasons.)
The percentage of DNI has been extensively studied for other solar concentrators that also have similar
properties (e.g., parabolic trough system and most similar systems which track in one axis).
These studies indicate that they have for use in the plane normal to the aperture about 87% of the annual
DNI (compared to two-axis systems such as solar towers that sees 100% DNI due to their ability to
rotate the REC plane normal to the incident radiation).
Since we only track in one axis, it can be seen that our percentage of DNI is the essentially the same as
the percentage of DNI of a typical tracking parabolic trough system, and we estimate it to be 87% of the
annual DNI.
(b)

Bounding the Incident Angle Modifier (IAM):

The angle of incidence is the angle between the direct solar irradiation and the normal to the aperture
plane.
For a given optical surface and for a given incident angle from the normal of the aperture, an incident
angle modifier is generally defined to be is the percentage of radiation reflected compared to the
radiation reflected in the incident angle was normal.
Since we calculated the losses due to percentage of DNI (Cosine losses) separately in our list of optical
losses, we instead were concerned with relative IAM: the percentage of the solar power (kW/hr.) that
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the solar concentrator delivers to the REC at a given incident angle of direct solar radiation, compared
to the solar power (kW/hr.) that the solar concentrator delivers to the REC at solar noon.
Calculation of this is involved studying the insolation plot for a day in desert areas such as Daggett, CA
and observing that the total insolation for times prior to 7AM or after 5PM solar time is < 4.17% of total
daily insolation.
This allowed us to determine a lower bound for the relative IAM integrated over the range of angles of
incident direct solar radiation, and provided us with the correction factor (which is 1-(integrated relative
IAM)) associated with the IAM that we added to the optical losses of our SCS.
We determined that the relative IAM is lower bounded by 95% of the modified relative insolation and
that the integrated modified relative insolation is at least 95.73%.
Hence the integrated relative IAM is lower bounded by at least 90.94%, giving us the required upper
bound 9.05% for the correction factor 1-(integrated relative IAM).

Figure 26 Our SCS Energy Losses of solar energy up to and including to the receiver (REC), including
all loss by optical surfaces and also the loss at the REC. (by David Kearney, President, Kearney &
Associates)
We note that the Optical Energy Loss is similar to state-of-art solar trough systems
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8.3 Cost Study of Proposed Solar Concentrating System
We also made a cost analysis of our Proposed Solar Concentrating System, estimating the cost in $ per
m3 of primary concentrator surface area.

Figure 27: The Capital Cost ($ per square meter) for Construction of the Solar Concentrator by David
Kearney, President, Kearney & Associates
Note: The SCS capital cost is the total cost of the SCS up to and including to the REC. The listed Costs
of Table above are in terms of square meter area of Primary Concentrators. This costing method is the
one generally used for budgeting solar concentrating systems.
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5 Conclusion
5.1 Key Properties of Our Solar Concentrating System
We have provide a balanced assessment of our proposed solar concentrating system, which a list of both
advantages and also possible disadvantages.
In summary, our design has the following conventional properties:
(i) Typical Energy Loss and Efficiency: It has estimated total loss < 59.7% (including all geometric,
optical, thermal, solar field losses and IAM correction) which is typical loss for prior solar
concentrators such as trough and tower systems.
(ii) Provides Conventional Performance: Its adjustable design, capable of a variety of concentration
ratios of solar irradiation and its use of REC tubes typically used by conventional solar concentrating
systems (for conversion of infrared (IR) solar energy to heat energy), allows our SCS to directly and
simply substitute for conventional (solar trough and solar tower) concentrating systems at considerably
lower manufacturing and maintenance cost, and to use the trough system’s already well-established
approaches for solar-thermal-electrical energy conversion applications of concentrating solar systems.
Our design has the following key favorable properties:
(i) Low Cost: The most important advantage of our solar concentrating system (SCS) is that it’s cost is
substantially less (roughly 30%) than the cost of most existing solar concentrating system, with similar
energy efficiency. It requires no large-scale structural support structures for the primary concentrators,
which vastly decreases construction costs. In contrast, most prior SCS’s primary concentrators require
costly support structures and tracking systems. It was carefully tailored to very substantially decrease
manufacturing costs without decreasing energy efficiency.
(ii) Highly Durable due to the immobility of the primary concentrators, their primary composition of
concrete, and their horizontal placement on the ground. Since the primary concentrators of our system
are located horizontally on the ground, their exposure to wind forces is minimized.
(iii) Scalable to Very Large Systems: It is scalable to very SCSs with the potential for high capacity
factors.
(iv) Makes Compact Use of Land: Multiple of our SCSs combine in a compact scalable fashion, and
due to close packing of the primary concentrators, land use is significantly reduced (approx. by a factor
of 2) over trough and tower solar concentrators.
(v) Uses Well-Developed and Commercially Available Components: While novel in overall design,
it uses a number of well-established and already commercialized key components (such as ReflecTech
reflective film, Schott tube receivers for RET elements, (Therminol VP-1 synthetic oil for the thermal
energy fluid (HTF)) and so substantially reduces project risk because of prior experience.
(vi) Low-Tech Approach not Requiring Long Development Delays or Risk: While the design of our
SCS introduces technical challenges (such as accurate tracking of the secondary concentrators), we
carefully identify design solutions; and since our approach is quite low-tech, these technical challenges
appear to offer the project only relatively low technical risk.
5.2 Future Challenges
List of Technical Challenges: Here we discuss major technical issues and challenges for large scale
development of our solar concentrating system
5.1 Optical Engineering Challenges:
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(A) Optical Design of the Primary and Secondary Concentrators
Redesign of Optical surfaces of Primary and Secondary Concentrators: In our design described
above, a key task is the design for the optical surfaces to ensure that the solar radiation is directed to
focal lines as described above. In our computer simulations for this paper, we simulated parabolic
reflectors for the optical surfaces of our Primary and Secondary Concentrators, to simplify the design
and analysis challenges. In the future, we intend also to test the use Fresnel reflectors for the optical
surfaces of our Primary Concentrators, which have a number of potential advantages: these have a more
compact profile, but also require a more complex lens design, analysis and optimization.
(i) Optical Design Optimization: A key challenge was to optimize design parameters such as reflector
optical surface shape, aperture size, and focal length. We have estimated that the optimal designs for the
primary concentrators will have a very large relative focal length (the ratio of focal length to aperture
width) in the range of approx. 10, to minimize optical loss and off-axis optical affects such as coma
blur. In the future, we will do this optimization for Fresnel reflectors.
(i) Further Optimization of Trajectories of Focus of Primary Concentrators: In either case, an
optical analysis is need to determine the secondary concentrator’s tracking trajectories which involve
both horizontal displacements as well as vertical displacements at low sun angles. The vertical
displacements at low sun angles are due to the use of immobile primary concentrators, whose focus is
distorted at low sun angles both in the horizontal and vertical directions. In the future we need to
optimize the design further for low angles of the sun.
(B) Designing Protection from Optical Surface Abrasion due to Sand Storms
On of the major challenges is to provide for protection from the sand storms that occur in Saudi Arabia.
In addition to the placement of the primary concentrators on the ground, which will protect them from
much of the force of winds, we also need to protect the optical surfaces of the primary and secondary
concentrators from abrasion due to sand storms. This could significantly degrade the efficiency of the
solar concentrating system.
Fortunately, there are already a number of innovative products developed for the automotive and
aviation industries to protect and repair surfaces and windows of automobiles and airplane from surface
abrasion due to high velocity sand and dust.
(i) Protective Films for our primary concentrators: 3M has developed in it’s 3M's Aerospace
division as commercial products a number of thin-films for protection from surface abrasion: These
include 3M’s Aerogard polyurethane Protective Film as well as 3M’s ClearMask ARTM Film, both
tested for aviation use at Wright Patterson Air Force Base, and with resistance to ultraviolet light,
corrosion, abrasion and minor impact damage. These films are ideal for application to optical surfaces
of our primary concentrators.
(ii) Re-Polishing of secondary concentrators: Various polish compounds (e.g., Autosol metal polish)
have been developed for polishing the surfaces of automobiles. These polish compounds could be used
periodically (perhaps yearly) on the optical surfaces of our secondary concentrators.
(iii) Shrouding of optical surfaces: We design mechanical systems for extending and retracting of
shrouding fabric for protection for optical surfaces.
5.3 Structural Engineering Challenges:
(A) Suspension of the Secondary Concentrators:
The secondary concentrators are suspended on a tensile structure consisting of posts, horizontal
suspension cables, and side-cables for stability. Since we have estimated that the optimal designs for the
primary concentrators will need a large relative focal length in the range of 10, if the primary
concentrators have 10.5 meter width in the north-south direction, the horizontal suspension cables need
to be approx. 5 meters in height, requiring straightforward structural support to suspend these cables via
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a series of compact vertical towers or poles and their support lines. This can be reduced somewhat,
without reducing the relative focal length, by simply reducing the primary concentrators’ width in the
north-south direction. In future studies, we also need to design, analyze, and optimize the suspension of
the secondary concentrators for the effects of wind load, vibration, and thermal expansion.
(i) Design and analysis to deal with the effect of Heat Loading and Thermal Expansion:
Temperature fluctuations (these can be can be over 40 C during the day in some arid and desert
locations) and heat loading (particularly in the SCs and RECs) will affect various portions of the
system, including the optics and tracking, so must be handled by careful choice of materials as well
possibly dynamic tracking corrections.
(i) Design and analysis to deal with the effect of Wind Loading: In addition to requiring a design to
take wind loads, wind loading will dynamically change the position of the support cables and the SC.
This will affect the optics and must be handled by fast dynamic corrections.
(i) Design and analysis to deal with precipitation loads on SCS: Precipitation loads have the
potential to affect system performance, through both durability and introduction of dynamic loading
effects.
(B) Mechanical Engineering Challenges: Tracking Secondary Concentrators:
The Secondary Concentrators (SC) are suspended on cables and need to be tracked (moved) over the
period of each solar day. Tracking of SCs needs to ensure concentrated solar radiation is directed to
RECs: We need to construct software for determination of the tracking required by the solar
concentrators over the solar day, as a function of the time of day, date, and latitude.
(i) Tracking to follow PCs Focus: This tracking needs to insure that the SC are correctly positioned at
each time so that the solar energy focused by the PCs is reflected by the SCs to the receivers which
collect the final concentrated solar energy. The tracking involves both horizontal displacements as well
as vertical displacements at low sun angles.
(ii) Tracking Compensation from Wind and Vibrational Displacements: This tracking also needs to
dynamically compensate for wind, vibration and other effects such as temperature deformation that may
effect the positioning of the SCs.
(iii) Real-time Performance Monitoring and Optimization of Optical Efficiency. We need to install
sensors and programmed controllers to enable this performance monitoring and optimization. This
system will also provide shut-down capabilities in the appropriate circumstances (e.g., high-velocity
storms)
(B) Mechanical Cleaning of Primary Concentrator’s Optical Surfaces
(i) Dust and Sand Removal: Due to the upward positioning of the Primary Concentrator’s optical
surfaces, they will need to be periodically cleaned of dust and sand particles. Cleaning of Primary
Concentrator’s optical surfaces may have to be done nightly, especially during periods of sand storms.
We design a mechanical system for automatic cleaning of Primary Concentrator’s optical surfaces. We
plan that the automatic cleaning system used either or both pressurized air and mechanical brushing
devices to do the nightly cleaning. (We expect that the sidewise positioning of the Secondary
Concentrators will limit the need of regular removal of sand and dust from their optical surfaces, and
have plans instead for re-polishing of their optical surfaces as described below under maintenance).
(C) Mechanical Shrouding System for Protection for Optical Surfaces:
Shrouding Systems for Protection of Optical Surfaces from Abrasion from Dust and Sand: In
adverse weather conditions such as sand and dust storms, it is important to provide fabric shrouds to
protect the Primary and Secondary Concentrator optical surfaces from abrasion. We design and test
mechanical systems for extension and retraction of protective fabric shrouds.
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5.4 Repair and maintenance of the SCS: Degradation may occur and we need to anticipate
scheduled and unscheduled maintenance and repair of the system.
•

Maintenance of Optical Surfaces of PCs and SCs: A regular schedule of periodic replacement
of the optical surface films of the PCs and re-polishing of the optical surfaces of the SC needs to
be determined.

•

Maintenance of Tracking Mechanisms: The tracking mechanisms will need to be regularly
repaired and re-collaborated.

•

Maintenance due to surface water runoff: water runoff may modify the (horizontal and
vertical) positions of the PCs, which may have to be corrected.

In addition, severe storms (rain or dust storms) may require immediate maintenance.
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